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Appendix 2:

Assessments of Broad Locations on the Edge of Cambridge

Broad Location 1: Land to the North & South of Barton Road
District: Cambridge City Council & South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Newnham, Coton & Grantchester
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 2,000 and 3,000 dwellings between
?  ##  ? #]  
 ##    # %
Cambridgeshire.
Context:
[ #  #  !}}$    # #
recreation grounds, mostly surrounded by hedgerows and occasional hedgerow trees, giving
an open appearance when viewed from the west.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



$#)  ;? #;   $



<   # #   



$     #



# !}};  # %  ##   
location are designated as a City Wildlife Site.



&     # '#  #¡ { ## 
 ??   _# 



&     ?  #?   # (   !}} #
mitigation will be required.



    #?     ##   )      

development on the West Cambridge site, which was designed to create a new city
edge.



  ##     @  ?
within and out of the location.



?    ] #  



Planning History
Land in this location has been previously considered for Green Belt release by a series of
Inspectors since 2002 (Structure Plan, Cambridge Local Plan and South Cambridgeshire
% %
& &    ) #?  
importance of the land to Green Belt purposes. Inspectors have accepted that the Barton
Road approach to Cambridge is important because it is undeveloped, that development
would impinge on views, sometimes be directly in front of historic features, and would spoil
the setting of the city even if set back and landscaped.
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Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


{||{   #%#;? #; ;   #
all areas within the zone were of medium to very high importance to the setting of the
City and medium to very high importance to Green Belt purposes. It is a smaller
area adjacent to the urban area at Gough Way that is characterised as of medium
importance.



{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
Council) characterised the area as “Landscape essential to the special character
and setting of Cambridge. To be preserved. No scope for substantial development
through Green Belt releases.”



)      _  #     
and south of the area. The land is mostly arable and divided into relatively small
#  ## ##    '#
provides separation and setting to Grantchester. The southern part of this zone
comprises the river Cam and its associated river valley landscape. The elevated
southern parts of the zone, nearer to the M11, create small plateaus that are
sometimes screened by their landform and by vegetation.



   # ?? #     #
are distant views from the rolling clayland hills to the west of Cambridge, particularly
 #  #   #    ?  # 
the City and there are clear views of the historic collegiate core of Cambridge seen
above the urban edge in the near distance.



   # ;? #       
landscape around the City because of a combination of topography, open views and
the proximity of the historic core of Cambridge to the edge of the City. All of these
factors result in a landscape, which is very important to the setting of the City and for
the purposes of Green Belt.



 #   #        # 
of access. Access points from either the Barton Road, Clerk Maxwell Road or from
the High Cross part of the West Cambridge site will be necessary in order to enable a
     #
       #  
Access to existing minor residential streets e.g. Cranmer Road or Herschell Road, will
need to be limited to pedestrian and cycling use only.



  #  # "        
good urban design, connectivity and appropriate community provision to aid
integration.







Supporting Infrastructure:
Beyond 400m from existing local facilities. New school provision necessary. Improved utilities
required. Large scale development would require new neighbourhood centre to be provided.
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Transport:


 $   #    #$}

 #   #  
 ##     # 
 ]# #       @?

;? #   ] 
     #   !}}
J12 and J13.



;    #   '#  
feasible but requires modelling. New public transport services would be required. A

     ?( #  ? 
transport links. Transport modelling needs to be undertaken to understand the full
implications as a whole of further development on the transport network.







Broad Location 1: Land to the North & South of Barton Road

Note that the Parish Councils of Barton, Coton, Grantchester and Madingley have published
a “Joint Vision for Cambridge’s Quarter-To-Six Quadrant” setting out their views on the
qualities of the area after a public consultation exercise.
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Broad Location 2: Playing Fields off Grantchester Road Newnham
District: Cambridge City Council & South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Newnham & Grantchester
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 450 and 700 dwellings between
the urban area and the administrative boundary, with additional land also in South
Cambridgeshire.
Context:
      ? ;  #  ' '?
Football ground located to the south of Newnham off Grantchester Road. The area is
relatively level with views into open countryside to the south towards Grantchester and along
the River Cam immediately east. The land is slightly elevated above the land to the east that
forms part of the Cam river valley and Grantchester Meadows. The southern section of the
&?@  #  # %;? # 
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



[ #  ;? # #  #& #+ % 



%
  '?;? #     _# 
_?#   _# #   ? 

development.



;? # # ; ;      #
north east.



# # #    # 



$ #)    



 &? '   #  &? '  
west.



 #  # #? # 



Planning History


 

   

 

Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


The 2002 Inner Green Belt Boundary Study (Cambridge City Council) found that all
areas within this location were of medium to very high importance to the setting of the
City and medium to very high importance to Green Belt purposes.



{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
Council) characterised the area as “Landscape essential to the special character
and setting of Cambridge. To be preserved. No scope for substantial development
through Green Belt releases.”



     ? ##  ##   #  #
hedgerows and ditches.
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    #    ' ;
valley.



#         #
by their landform and by vegetation.



   # ?? #     #
are distant views from the rolling clayland hills to the west of Cambridge, particularly
 #  #



   #    ?  # ;  #
clear views of the historic collegiate core of Cambridge seen above the urban edge in
the near distance.



   # ;? #       
landscape around the City because of a combination of topography, open views and
the proximity of the historic core of Cambridge to the edge of the City.



$     #      ; 
and for the purposes of Green Belt.



 ? #  #( #      '#]
either in the form of an intersection serving either side of Grantchester Road or via
other, additional, access points.



 #? @ "  #   #] ##
require pedestrian/cycle links within/beyond the location.



  #  ? 



  #  # "        
good urban design, connectivity and appropriate community provision to aid
integration.



      

Supporting Infrastructure:
Beyond 400m from existing local facilities. New school provision necessary. Improved utilities
required. Large scale development would require new neighbourhood centre to be provided.
Transport:



 $   #    #$}  #
  #  
 ##     #   
site is likely to be closely related to the M11 at J 12, but is also reasonably well related
to the City Centre. As such it would warrant a robust transport assessment before

^#& # ' ""& 






;    #  '#   
 # ?  #     
  

 !#     '##?( # ## 
   #    
       
has no direct access to the adopted public highway; South Green Road is
  #  ?            #  #
to be undertaken to understand the full implications on the transport network. Better
public transport links would be required.
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Broad Location 2: Broad Location 2: Playing Fields off Grantchester Road, Newnham
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Broad Location 3: Land West of Trumpington Road
District: Cambridge City Council
Ward/Parish: Trumpington
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 1,000 and 1,500 dwellings on part of
the location.
Context:
The location excludes land to the west towards Grantchester Meadows. The location is fairly
_ # #    #  ? #]   #
  #   # # ? #
tree belt alongside Trumpington Road and several tree belts within the wider area. There are
also woodland areas to the south, which are historically associated with Trumpington Hall.
The western part of the area falls away to form the eastern slope of the River Cam valley.
On the opposite side of the river valley are Grantchester Meadows and village. There is a
noticeable, central ridge of land running north/south, which provides some interrupted views
over the river valley to the west. There are existing housing areas to the north and the east.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



  #  #    % 
Conservation Area.



  #? # #)        "   
properties in Trumpington Road and Latham Road would need to be considered.



  '## # # %      



       #   # 
[ #% %   #] ? ##    ]
and the Cambridge Lakes Golf Course.



%
  '?;? #  
therefore unsuitable for development.



[      ; ## # #  
for wildlife.



$ 



 ?  #]  #  '#] # 
#? # ] #? [ #%   # #
the football ground.



$  # #   # # #  
Predetermination works required to obtain information on the character and

     



 &? '    @   
south-east.
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Planning History
[ #   '# #  # ;? #  #&?
Structure Plan 2003 as an area to be assessed through the Cambridge Local Plan for its
suitability for housing. The Cambridge Local Plan 2006 Inspector rejected this area on the
grounds that the investigation undertaken by LDA in response to the Structure Plan concern
about this land indicated that it was not suitable for development. The 2003 LDA study into
the land west of Trumpington Road (for Cambridge City Council), concluded that there was
no case for a Green Belt release in this location as it provided an attractive well managed
rural setting to the historic core; the green approach along Trumpington Road is an important
quality of the setting; the green gap between Trumpington and the urban gateway at
Brooklands Avenue contributes positively to the perception of Cambridge as a compact City;
urbanisation of this green approach would increase the perception that Great Shelford is part
of the urban mass of Cambridge; the land provides a rural gap between Trumpington and the
historic core. There are only certain areas of land within the location which in visual terms
#?##  ?   ?   # # 
course contribute to the quality of the landscape setting.
Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


   #%#{||{;? #; ;   # 
area was categorised as ranging from low to high in terms of the importance to the
setting of the City and low to very high in terms of importance for Green Belt purposes.



  ]   # #
north of the site. These areas were seen as low because they were well screened by
mature vegetation and were viewed as part of the urban edge of the City.



  
 ; ;  #  {||  
Green Belt release, and consultants advising the Council found that there was no case
for release on the basis that, amongst other reasons, the “land provides an attractive
and well managed rural setting to the historic core…”.



    ?    ? 
 # 
    #    #   
of the City. This is an important factor to the historic character of the City.



       #
      ; 
has long been a key part of the contribution of the Cambridge Green Belt.



#     # #? #   '#]
with two access points required, one using the existing golf course access and the
other via lands south of the mostly southerly residential property fronting Trumpington
Road.



Supporting Infrastructure:
The location is more than 400m from existing schools and local facilities, other than local
nurseries. Improved utilities required.
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Transport:


 $   #    #$}  #
  #  
 ##     #   
location is likely to be quite closely related to the M11 at J 11 and 12, but is
also reasonably well related to the City Centre. As such it would warrant a robust
  ?  $  # #   



;    # (    
modelling to consider wider strategic impact. Potential impact on M11 Junction 11.
A1309 corridor will need to be considered – capacity constraints at A1309 / A1301
and A1309 / A1134 junctions and along corridor into Cambridge will need to be
addressed. The location is reasonably well serviced by public transport, but would
need to be improved further to be high quality.





Broad Location 3: Land West of Trumpington Road
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Broad Location 4: Land West of Hauxton Road
District: Cambridge City Council & South Cambridgeshire District Council
[  '#^ # 
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 110 and 160 dwellings between the
urban area and the administrative boundary, with additional land in South Cambridgeshire.
Context:
Gently sloping arable land without hedges between the planned Trumpington Meadows site
and the M11. Planned Country Park to north west.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



% ##!  '    ) #  
west.







      [#* #;   $}(       
applications for industrial development or resulting in light pollution.

 !}}    #    ( ] ( #

Planning History
The Inspector examining the 2006 Cambridge Local Plan found the adjoining Trumpington
Meadows site to be a sustainable location for development and released land to the north of
this broad location from the Green Belt because a large proportion was previously developed,
to improve the southern approach to the city which was dominated by a newly established
P&R site and to ensure alignment with development to the north of the Addenbrooke’s Road
to the east of Hauxton Road. Similar conclusions were reached by the Cambridge Southern
Fringe Area Action Plan Inspector in 2007 for land in South Cambridgeshire.
Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


$  ] 





]  ? # 

  #%#{||{;? #; ;

 #  #

location to be of high importance to the setting of the city and for the purposes of
Green Belt.


{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
;  #  #@   )   }} !}}  
direction towards Cambridge which is of a green setting and foreground to the City
which separates it from the M11.



   #   # 
#      #
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? "     !#? #  #  
urban edge to Cambridge and the meadows and farmland of this location are
important as a setting to the city and to the new development. The new urban edge
takes the City further south and closer to the M11. The M11 motorway is a
major viewpoint for the site. The landscape foreground between the M11 and the new
urban edge increases in importance in terms of setting of the City. This “edge”
is continued in an easterly direction and comprises a consistent, planned southerly
boundary including the Addenbrooke’s Road at the bottom of the Glebe Farm site, the
south end of the Clay Farm site, and the south end of the Cambridge Biomedical
Campus.



 #?   
  !}}?#
gap of approximately 380 metres by around half.



  #  # "        
good urban design, connectivity and appropriate community provision to aid
integration.



Supporting Infrastructure:
Beyond 400m from existing local facilities. New school provision necessary. The new
Trumpington Meadows primary school has limited scope for expansion. Improved utilities
required.
Transport:


 $   #    #$}  #
  #  
 ##     #  
Sites clustered around M11 J11 while being fairly well integrated with Cambridge are
likely to result in some additional pressure on the M11 corridor. Impact assessment
required.



;    #   #    
Hauxton Road, scope exists to remodel existing junctions to provide required capacity.
Impact on existing accident cluster on Trumpington Road would need assessment
and mitigation. Transport modelling needs to be undertaken to understand the full
implications as a whole of further development on the transport network. Public
transport services would need to be reinforced.
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Broad Location 4: Land West of Hauxton Road
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Broad Location 5: Land South of Addenbrooke’s Road
District: Cambridge City Council & South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Trumpington & Great Shelford
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 750 and 1150 dwellings between
the urban area and the administrative boundary, and an extensive area of land in South
Cambridgeshire between between the M11 and the houses fronting Shelford Road.
Context:
The location is between Addenbrookes Road, the M11 & Great Shelford. The land is open
 #"# #    ]_ #]   #
the M11. There is a plateau area immediately to the west of Shelford Road that is less visible
because of the landform. A few mature, well-managed hedgerows dissect the area and create
# # #? #  ?  # #    
area over the hedgerows to the rising ground to the south and southwest. There are views
into the site from the surrounding roads and area in general.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



   ]#)  ' ;]   
_# {] #?



% ##!    #   



%  #   ! [! 
Safeguarding Area for sand and gravel.



 ;  # % ' ;  ? # 



&  +# ? # % #



% #'#   #  #? $ ] 

south east corner of the location, is designated an Important Countryside Frontage.



   "    % #'## #?   ##





Planning History
A proposal was submitted as part of the 2006 Cambridge Local Plan review to develop in this
location. The Inspector in approving the allocation of Glebe Farm for development concluded
the road would be the best boundary between the urban area and the Green Belt, and will
 # ? # "     # ##   
further south was not appropriate for housing development for reasons including; it is open
land within Green Belt & outside the built-up area. A small area of land in the south eastern
corner of the location has been considered and rejected for residential development through
South Cambridgeshire Local Plans in 2004 and 1993, and refused planning permission. The
northern part of the location was proposed for a Household Waste Recycling Centre, but was
rejected by the Inspector examining the Minerals & Waste Local Development Framework,
  ###   #? 
      
Green Belt policy and noted the importance of this location.
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   #%#{||{;? #; ;   #
within this location ranged from negligible (west of Shelford Road) to high (east of
Hauxton Road) in terms of importance to the setting of the City.



{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
;  #   ;? #     
is visible or where it forms part of the foreground to more distant isolated viewpoints.



$## ?@*'# ###? ? #  
the rural landscape and closer to the M11 than at present, and will make the land
between the M11 and the new urban edge more important to the setting of the City.
This is particularly true of a major part of the location that is situated on relatively
higher and open land.



 # #  % #'# #  ?  
lower than the highest part of the area.



   #£?@¤? # ? # ;  #
through 2006 Local Plan site releases (recently upheld by an independent Inspector
considering the Minerals & Waste LDF).



#    # #    #     
could require a number of different access points. Access from Addenbrooke’s Road,
likely opposite that access created for Glebe Farm, would be necessary for
the northeastern part of the location. A larger north western part of the area
would require a minimum of two access points, one from Addenbrooke’s Road and
one from Hauxton Road. Access from Hauxton Road may not be acceptable to the
County or Highways Agency.



%
    # ? ( #?( #  
impacts from the M11.



$    #(   % #'#] # 
 
noise (and possibly) air quality measures would be required to mitigate the impacts
from the M11.



      #?
   
similar to the scale/area of Clay Farm.



  #  # "        
good urban design, connectivity and appropriate community provision to aid
integration.



 "    

Supporting Infrastructure
Improvement of utilities required. The capacity of existing and currently proposed schools
& local facilities would need to be reviewed. Large scale development would require a new
neighbourhood centre.
Transport:





The Highways Agency have commented that currently, the A14 corridor
cannot
 #  
 ##     #     
likely to be closely related to M11 at J11, but does have good public transport
links to the City centre and beyond. A robust transport assessment is required
?  $  # #    $  
need to be consulted on proposed access to the location, including access from the
A1309.
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   ? 
;  ]?   
the M11 will need to be assessed. A secondary access onto Shelford Road may
also be needed and possibly a third one should the number of dwellings get close
to 3,000. Transport modelling needs to be undertaken to understand the
full implications as a whole of further development on the transport network. The
area is fairly sustainable being close to the city centre with good access to the
Cambridge Guided Busway. Nevertheless, improvements to public transport services
would be required.

Broad Location 5: Land South of Addenbrooke’s Road
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Broad Location 6: Land South of Addenbrooke’s & between Babraham Road and
Shelford Road
District: Cambridge City Council
Ward/Parish: Queen Ediths & Great Shelford
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 900 and 1400 dwellings between the
urban area and the administrative boundary, with additional land in South Cambridgeshire.
Context:
[  # ? *'#  ¥ # *#]
including the site of the proposed residential redevelopment of the Bell School site. Further
northwest is Addenbrooke’s Hospital and the Clay Farm development and to the east the
Babraham Park and Ride site. To the west lie the houses and properties fronting onto
% #'# #;? #'#$? #     #]#
or ditches.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



)        #' @¡ }  @



    ?)   #  



#]# #   #?    # 



 #)   ?      #    
hedgerow to the north, which is a City Wildlife site.



      ;  #     
project, which proposes the restoration of part of the area to chalk grassland under the
adopted 2011 Cambridgeshire Green Infrastructure Strategy.



&? '        # [ 
Nature Reserve.



  ? # 



&#   @( #? 

     



   "     #?'#]% #'#]
Cambridge Road, Hills Road, and Red Cross Lane, as well as proposed new
properties on the Bell School site would need to be considered.



&       $## ?@*;   $ # 
the Minerals and Waste Core Strategy 2011.



# 

      # 

Planning History
The Cambridge Local Plan 2006 promoted the creation of a new urban edge to the north.
This is being implemented through the Addenbrooke’s and Bell School developments to the
north with the intention that this location would remain as Green Belt with an open aspect and
view across to the new urban boundary. This area was picked up in the Hills Road Suburbs &
$ %# # ##? #      
city.
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Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


   #%#{||{;? #; ;  #  #
this location as of high value in terms of importance to the setting of the City and for
Green Belt purposes.



{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
Council) characterised the area as “Landscape essential to the special character
and setting of Cambridge. To be preserved. No scope for substantial development
through Green Belt releases.”



      _ #  #   
before descending again towards Shelford and the railway line. Views from southwest
of the location are therefore mostly elevated with clear vistas over the rural foreground
to Addenbrooke’s Hospital and the City beyond.



    #? #

  ]?? # ;   # #  



   #   ?? #  #
into the countryside. It will create a new City edge closer to the elevated land of
the Gog Magog Hills which in turn will result in the land south of the hospital becoming
more important to the setting of the City and to Green Belt.



    ]      
 £ ?? # ¤ 
"     # 
      #  #  
to the city when seen from the Gog Magog Hills.



? # #   # {||[ &   
from the west side of the Trumpington Meadows site to the southerly limit of the Bell
Languages School site would effectively be broken.



        ?   ## ]  #   
Granham’s Road. The location would have to be accessed via this road and possibly
via other accesses (whether principal or secondary) to Babraham Road. Any
development to the west of the location would need access from Shelford Road
/ Cambridge Road.



  #  # "        
good urban design, connectivity and appropriate community provision to aid
integration.



     #   $## ?@*  
south and potentially provide a link through to the Addenbrooke’s Access Road to the
west, but this would be dependent on further releases of land.





Supporting Infrastructure:
The location is more than 400m from schools and local facilities. Utilities need improving to
support development in this location.
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Transport:


 $   #      # 
of dispersed trip-making patterns in relation to the Strategic Road Network, is likely to
be well related to central Cambridge for much of its trip-making. It is likely that
a substantial proportion could be delivered without
any adverse impact.



;    # ?(    
modelling to consider wider strategic impact. Full Transport Assessment
and Travel Plans required. Potential impact on M11 Junction 11. A1307 corridor will
need to be considered. Capacity constraints at Addenbrooke’s Junction and along
corridor into Cambridge will need to be addressed. Opportunities to enhance walking
and cycling routes.

Broad Location 6: Land South of Addenbrooke’s & Southwest of Babraham Road
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Broad Location 7: Land between Babraham Road & Fulbourn Road
District: Cambridge City Council & South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Cherry Hinton, Queen Ediths, Fulbourn & Great Shelford
Description:
There is potential capacity in Cambridge for between 3,000 and 4,600 dwellings between the
?  ##  ? #] # 
  # %;? # 
Context:
$?  # # @ #? ? '# #
westernmost slope of the Gog Magog hills and including Netherhall and Newbury farms to
 # %   # # ? # 
ridge of higher land running southeast to northwest through the middle of the location.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



    #{  #



    #)  [ @  & & %  % %  
Interest (SSSI).



'# # [ @   ;;  # %  
Netherhall Farm.



;  '# # #[ ' ?



   ##  # #  



% 



$ $    ?



      



&  $



   "     ## #?   ##

 

 {|}}   %

&  #; ## ;  '#

Planning History
Proposals for residential development of Netherhall Farm were put forward through the 2006
Local Plan. These was dismissed by the Inspector on grounds that the land was located
within the Green Belt and included areas of open land. The Inspector concluded that whilst
it was a sustainable location for development it is was not suitable for development because
of its importance to the setting of the City and there was no need to release it from the Green
Belt.
Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


   #%#{||{;? #; ;   #
within this location are categorised as medium to very high in terms of importance to
the setting of the City and to Green Belt purposes.
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{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
Council) characterised the area as “Landscape essential to the special character
and setting of Cambridge. To be preserved. No scope for substantial development
 ¤ #      # #  
elevated land and of retaining the open elevated setting to the city.The land rises to
the west and south of Fulbourn at the western end of the Gog Magog chalk hills. The
highest point of these undulating hills, Wandlebury, is the highest point of land
nearest to Cambridge City. Views are mostly elevated from this area and include
vistas and panoramas over the City from the southeastern and north western corners
of the location. Views of the Gog Magog Hills are also clearly seen from southern parts
of the City.



  )   #   #    ]
accords it more importance to both the setting of the City and to Green Belt purposes
in general.



? # ;   # #    #  
relationship between the city and its surroundings. Worts Causeway, and Limekiln
Road retain a strongly rural character.



 _ #  #       
 
   # (  #  
In considering any development options, these areas would still require a
major departure from past Green Belt status and very careful treatment.



#     #( #  
Wort’s Causeway with north south oriented roads for access and would need to
exclude the area recently approved for expansion of the Babraham Road Park & Ride
site.



  #  # "        
good urban design, connectivity and appropriate community provision to aid
integration.








Supporting Infrastructure:
Beyond 400m from existing local facilities. New school provision necessary. Improved
utilities required. Large scale development would require new neighbourhood centre.
Transport:


 $        #;? #?
may add pressure to M11 at J 11 & A14.



;   #@  #  *
proposal for around 3,100 dwellings and they have assessed that it could generate
around 26,410 all mode daily trips. Further transport modelling will need to be carried
out to understand the full implications as a whole on the transport network. New
public transport services required. Roads in the area are narrow with limited
capacity. Need to consider bus infrastructure improvements, improvements to local
roads, and impact on Hospital roundabout and Granhams Road & Babraham Road
junctions. Full Transport Assessment, Travel Plan & S106 mitigation measures
needed.
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Broad Location 7: Land between Babraham Road & Fulbourn Road
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Broad Location 8: Land east of Gazelle Way
District: South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Teversham
Description:
The location is entirely with South Cambridgeshire.
Context:
[_? # ? ### #?#) 
;  '#] 
 #' #   
Prefab housing site adjoins Fulbourn Old Drift to south.
Designations / Constraints:


 



   #



       #
south west corner of the land.



% ##!   
] # 
Manor Farm), and to the south east (settlement site at Caudle Farm).

    

Planning History
Planning permission granted in 1981 for land fronting onto the northern half of Gazelle Way
for housing development, open space and schools. A subsequent planning permission in
1985 limited built development to the west of Gazelle Way only, which was implemented.
Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape





$_ ? #    #



   ? #          #
by separating Cambridge, Teversham and Fulbourn.



       ; 



& #  # #  ;? # 
Green Belt Boundary study 2002 for the City Council found the land to be of low to
medium importance to the Green Belt where land could be released for development.
The Cambridge Green Belt Study 2002 for South Cambridgeshire District Council
found the land to be essential to the special character and setting of Cambridge
where there is no scope for substantial release of land for development. At
that time the City Council were advocates for large scale development to the east of
 #  ?  #?; @  _  
the outcome of the examination in public of the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Structure Plan.

Supporting Infrastructure:
New school provision necessary. Improved utilities required.
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Transport:
Highways Agency – the Highways Agency have not commented on this location. In
commenting on SHLAA sites to the south east of Cambridge they comment that sites at the
southern end of this group are likely to be well integrated with Cambridge though clearly there
could be some additional pressure on M11 and the A14. Most of the land is likely to be within
400 metres of bus stops on Gazelle Way. Transport modelling needs to be undertaken as
part of the overall spatial strategy work to understand the implications as a whole of further
development on the transport network.
Broad Location 8: Land east of Gazelle Way
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Broad Location 9: Land at Fen Ditton
District: South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Fen Ditton
Description:
The location is entirely with South Cambridgeshire.
Context:
The area to the south side of the village largely comprise a series of small paddocks,
enclosed by hedgerows, situated close to the edge of the village. To the north of the village
   ]"#]  # $}  #
east. Much of the land is visible from surrounding higher ground, particularly in the north.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 


%              
Conservation Area and several Listed Buildings (Grades II* and II).


@% ##!   #%%%   



      #


$  ;  # ? #  #   [ ]
High Ditch Road and High Street.
Planning History
One site within this broad location was considered through the South Cambs LDF, proposed
as an Objection Site (2006). The 2004 Local Plan Inspector’s report rejected development
on open land on the east side of Horningsea Road. Various planning applications have been
refused for being in the Green Belt, where development would progressively detract from the
open and rural appearance and character of the area and would constitute the undesirable
consolidation of the ribbon of development stretching north along Horningsea Road.
Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
Council) characterised the area as “Landscape essential to the special character
and setting of Cambridge. To be preserved. No scope for substantial development
through Green Belt releases.”



        @  ;? #   
linear village, centred on the High Street where development is compact and there is
an almost complete absence of backland development and has an unmistakeably
rural feel with its grass verges, large trees and bucolic riverside setting. Its riverside
setting and high proportion of good quality buildings and spaces means that the
streetscene and townscape is of a high quality.



       # # 
 #
impact on Green Belt purposes and functions particularly with regard to preventing
coalescence, quality of the setting of Cambridge and the setting, scale and character
of Green Belt villages and their rural character.



   #    ## "    
between the village and urban Cambridge from 300 metres to effectively coalescence.
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[ #  '#?   # # ? £ ¤
and land to the east of “high” importance to the Green Belt.



 ;  #  #  #   ] (  # 
that is important to the setting and special character of Cambridge with particular
qualities to be safeguarded.



 #       #    #
other vantage points, and much of the interface between the landscape and the city is
soft and green.

Supporting Infrastructure:
New school provision necessary. Improved utilities required.
Transport:


 $    #       @? #
with Cambridge though clearly there could be some additional pressure on M11 and
A14. Development of land around Fen Ditton is more likely to generate pressure on
the A14 corridor, particularly to and from employment along the northern fringe of
Cambridge. Much of this location is at least partly within 400 metres from a bus stop.
New public transport services would be required.



; ;      #?( #

Transport modelling needs to be undertaken as part of the overall spatial strategy work
to understand the implications as a whole of further development on the transport
network.

Broad Location 9: Land at Fen Ditton
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Broad Location 10: Land between Huntingdon Road and Histon Road
District: South Cambridgeshire District Council
Ward/Parish: Girton & Impington
Description:
The location is entirely with South Cambridgeshire.
Context:
The land lies between Huntingdon Road and Histon Road, to the south of A14 and north of
the proposed NIAB development on the edge of the city. Two farms, set within grassland
 ## #]   # #  # 

 #     #]      
of Cambridge.
Designations / Constraints:


 #  # 



$  # 


$}    ? #]  #
issues - part of site within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA).

   # ( 

Planning History
{||% %
& & %%&     ##     # # 
the appropriate extent of NIAB2. “The most relevant principles…are those concerned with
the maintenance of views of the historic core of Cambridge, providing green separation
between the urban expansion and existing settlements, and protecting green corridors.
§% # #?#]
   ¤
    ${ %%&& _ #  *      

 
Green Belt / Landscape / Townscape


{||{;? # %#[$ %;? #    
Council) characterised the wider area as having some potential for development
(the NIAB2 allocation was subsequently included in the current South Cambridgeshire
Local Development Framework), but that the setting and separation between
Cambridge and Girton should be retained, that some open land should be retained
between the A14 and the urban edge, and that views from the A14 to
historic landmarks should be retained.



$  _] ] #  # 
the city.



!    £ ¤    ] 
although a smaller area between NIAB2 and Girton is of “medium” importance (as is
the NIAB2 land).



¨ ?  #  #  $}]    # 
foreground and soft urban edge.



         # ]    
of the city and its environs, and also an area critical to preserving the separate
identities of the surrounding villages and therefore the immediate landscape setting of
the city.
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%#   ##   " ${   ]#  
whole site would extend the city to the A14 and lead to coalescence with the necklace
village of Girton, which is completely at odds with one of the key functions of the
Cambridge Green Belt.

Supporting Infrastructure:
New school provision necessary. Improved utilities required.
Transport:
Highways Agency comment that although fairly closely related to Cambridge, the trip patterns
 @     )
$}]    
A14. Limitations on the county’s network could result in localised diversionary trips on the
A14 and M11 and may limit the capacity of these routes to accommodate new development.
Conversely, this location is likely to be able to be served by public transport or non-motorised
modes. Only small parts of the area are within 400 metres from a bus stop. Transport
modelling needs to be undertaken as part of the overall spatial strategy work to understand
the implications as a whole of further development on the transport network.
Broad Location 10: Land between Huntingdon Road and Histon Road
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